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This pattern is free. It is OK to share it as
long as the attributions and website info remain
attached.

My friend Bonnie Visser and
I collaborated on this design. The socks are to be
made on the Cindwood keychain loom. All of the pix
are Bonnie’s and I use them
with permission. The basic
design is mine. The exact
number of rows for the sock
was Bonnie’s choice. You can
vary the size of your socks
by changing the row count
slightly. The sock shown is
about 2.5” long. The photo
at the upper left is quite
close to actual size.

KNIT A SOCK
Use a #1 weight sock yarn. Double e-wrap cast on each peg to cast on. Knit 1, purl 1 all
the way around the loom for 16 rows [rounds]. Using 6 pegs, short row in to 2
stitches, then short-row back out to 6 again. Use the German short-rowing method. It
is fully explained in the video below and saves trying to wrap and turn in this tiny
space. Knit 8 rows of the U stitch version of knit stitch. Make a toe in the same manner as the heel was knitted. Kitchener stitch the toe closed.
Bonnie had good success removing the stitches onto 2 small needles and Kitchenering
[grafting] from there. Another option would be to knit a few rows of waste yarn and
Kitchener from that. Links below show the videos in my Loom Knitters Sockumentary
series that will help with any skills you need coaching on. You will need to copy and
paste the links below into your browser.
Loom Knitters Sockumentaries
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLezPGIR4gsIfDV59jSxoJTmkmlr-Ke8gw
Kitchener stitch using waste yarn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dAJqOafdMpw&index=4&list=PLezPGIR4gsIfDV59jSxoJTmkmlr-Ke8gw
German Short Rows
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wCwzoAzVAOY&index=34&list=PLezPGIR4gsIfDV59jSxoJTmkmlr-Ke8gw
Working the Kitchener Stitch from needles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WsujMcb1wH8&index=31&list=PLezPGIR4gsIfDV59jSxoJTmkmlr-Ke8gw
The links above are correct. However in some browsers, it is necessary to remove
the “s” after the http to get them to work.

I think these would make
great earrings!
These Cindwood looms are
available here
http://
www.cindwoodlooms.com/
product/new-loomkeychainzipper-pull/

